
One of the disadvantages of a world view 
is that it’s exactly what it’s called. It’s a 
whole world perspective, a perspective 
where individual people can become lost 
to our view. Sometimes the sheer need 
in the world threatens to overwhelm us. 
We have no idea where our help might 
be most needed, nor where it could 
be best used. So in our human-ness, 
we turn to projects or programmes – 
but then individuals can become even 
more lost. Lost in the ideals of worthy 
projects. Lost in the organisational detail 
of programmes, outputs and outcomes. 

That’s why we need to turn to God in 
our giving; to see the need as God does. 
Not as a mass of humanity with problems 
that are always with us; not as a series of 
projects or programmes, but as people – 
as individuals with needs that you and I, 
with God’s help, can meet.  

The world is still reeling from the 
massive and terrible earthquake in Haiti, 
followed by earthquakes in Chile and 
China. Within hours of the news breaking, 
the World Mission Fund arranged to 
send money for relief and aid. But the 
immediate response could not have 

worked without certain people: people 
in Methodism who give so generously 
when they hear of the need; people in the 
World Church Relationships office who 
work tirelessly to develop partnerships 
with churches in so many areas of the 
world; people on the ground – local 
people who are best placed to coordinate 
the relief efforts and know how to get 
things done quickly and effectively. 

In the images of destruction from Haiti, 
we in our compassion saw this not as a 
project or a programme, but as individual 
families who had lost everything; no 
shelter, no food, no clean water. So we 
gave – and did we give! Methodists 
alone have given more than £900,000 
to the joint World Mission Fund/MRDF 
appeal. Cheques from business people 
for £10,000; a few coins Sellotaped into 
an envelope with a note saying “I wish 
I could give more”; a children’s club 
who saved up their pocket money... the 
response has been nothing less than 
stunning!

Closer to home, we gave and continue 
to give to families who were flooded out 
of their homes in Cumbria last winter. 
Nearly £100,000 has been given through 
the appeal or by Methodist churches 
directly to the Cumbria Foundation. 
Again, it was individuals who mattered, 
individuals that we wanted to help. 
Methodist Insurance, for example, 
contributed a substantial sum to those 
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mission matters is pleased to welcome 
the revd alison tomlin, the new 
president of the methodist conference. 

Having been in 
ordained ministry for 
26 years, I’ve been 
asked to introduce 
myself in several 
publications – but I still 
prefer doing it face to 
face! However... 

Most of those years 
have been spent in 
the Manchester and Huddersfield areas, 
although I was born in the south.  We 
moved to Manchester as a family for my 
husband’s work as a Youth Adviser, while 
I continued to look after our two girls and 
do all sorts of voluntary work.  We also did 
what was known as professional fostering 
of teenagers with difficulties - one of whom 
is still very much part of our family.

I trained, as a Local Preacher, and then - 
when I finally gave in - at Hartley Victoria 
College.  I finally left the Manchester 
and Stockport District when my husband 
became a probationer, and received 
permission to explore my calling in prayer 
accompanying and retreat work.  This 
work has become part of who I am, and 
led directly to my choice of the theme of 
“Listening to God” for this Presidential year.

I also delighted in the opportunity 
Conference gave me to join my prayers 
with others for the work of our own 
World Church Relationships Office, along 
with MRDF, Christian Aid and Traidcraft 
of course.  It has always seemed to me 
that these organisations together offer 
Methodism some of the best ways of 
engaging in God’s mission around the 
world, just as our circuit system enables us 
to engage in mission locally.

While I was Chair of the Oxford and 
Leicester District (which became the 
Northampton District while I was there) I 
continued to journey with people as they 
explored their life with God.  The family 
are now well settled in their very different 
ways. My husband has retired for the 
second time, and I continue to trust that 
the God who called me into this varied 
service will lead me during this exciting 
year and the years to come.

alison tomlin
President of the Methodist Conference 

Introducing Alison Tomlin
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continued from page 1 
who could not claim on their insurance 
– those already in poverty, or elderly, or 
disadvantaged in other ways. We saw it 
from a people perspective.

It’s easier to give to the need when 
we can see the people perspective 
clearly. But so often it is hidden: hidden 
in the backstreets of India where a 
young prostitute no longer knows how 
to cry; hidden in the housing estates of 
south London where a single mother 
struggles to feed her child; hidden in a 
cardboard box that is home for 200,000 
people in England alone. That’s where 
programmes come in; to bring the light 
of Christ into the hidden places, to help 
us reach the unreachable wherever 
they are, and to put the structures and 
organisation in place that are needed to 
make it all work. 

Jesus saw the need when faced with 
5,000 hungry people on a hillside. 
He didn’t see feeding programmes or 
distribution logistics; he just saw hungry 
individuals and so turned whatever 
resources he had given – five loaves and 
two fish – into what was needed. It was 
the disciples who, concerned with their 
lack of funds and logistics problems, 
needed a programme – which became 
part of the miracle. As they distributed 
the food, it multiplied. Like the disciples, 
we need programmes and projects to 
make it all work.

That is why we give so generously 
to these appeals. Hearts are moved by 
compassion. We don’t necessarily ask 
what programmes the Church has in 
place or what the reconstruction projects 
are going to do; we simply give because 
we see people in need, as Jesus did. 

So please think carefully and 
prayerfully about giving to projects or 
programmes. We would encourage 
you to give to the people we want to 
help, but to let the Church manage the 
best way of doing this; of finding the 
best project or programme. That’s what 
partnering is about. Just as we partner 
with churches overseas, recognising 
their strengths and knowledge of their 
area, we would hope that you would 
continue to trust that the Church is 
actively seeking God in identifying 
what is needed and putting the best 
programme in place. This way, the next 
time you see that the World Mission 
Fund has decided to support a project 
to build a school, you won’t think of it 
as an educational project; you’ll see it 
just as a child whose life is changed, a 
family who is now able to earn a living, 
or a new generation of people who are 
transforming their local community. 
Next time you see a children’s outreach 
programme in a nearby housing 
estate supported by the Mission in 
Britain Fund, you won’t only think of 
it as a youth project; you’ll see it as 
transforming a lonely child, of helping 
them to become the person God wants 
them to be, giving them a voice in their 
own community. 

In this way, in partnership together 
just as Jesus was with his disciples, we 
can turn our gifts of a mere five loaves 
and two fish into twelve baskets filled 
with transformed lives.

David Bennett
Fundraising coordinator for the 

Methodist Church in Britain

•   Powerful stories that tell how your giving has changed lives and 
transformed communities are published regularly in Mission Matters. Please 
contact Methodist Publishing on 01733 235962 if you would like a regular 
copy free of charge. 

•   More detail on the way in which donations have been used by the Mission 
in Britain Fund or World Mission Fund can be found in the annual reports 
for the funds, available from the same office.

•   If you would like to give to the mission work of the Methodist Church in 
Britain or overseas, please contact us in the Fundraising Department, visit 
the giving pages on the Methodist Church website (www.methodistchurch.
org.uk) or you can donate on line at www.justgiving.co.uk.



This year’s Conference was preceded 
by a gathering in London of mission 
partners from all over the world. The 
All Partners Consultation was arranged 
as part of Methodist Church in Britain’s 
celebration of the centenary of the 
mission conference Edinburgh 1910, and 
in recognition that all the former overseas 
districts of the MCB are now autonomous 
Churches. 200 men and women from 60 
countries (representing 44 conferences 
of Wesleyan and Methodist traditions, 
United and Uniting Churches, and 
ecumenical organisations) were invited. 

“The vision for the All Partners 
Consultation was to set the British 
Church a reinvigorated expectation of 
engagement for the world that was 
different from the original vision of the 
18th Century missionary endeavours,” 
said Christine Elliott, secretary for external 
relationships.

“Our request to our partners reflected 
in the phrase ‘Come over to help us!’ 
became ‘How can we help each other 
in mission?’ in a worldwide context - 
interdependent, mutually challenging 
and mutually supportive.  Fellowship, 
partnership, relationship.”

The Revd. George Mulrain (president of 
the Methodist Church of the Caribbean 
& the Americas) acted as rapporteur 
throughout the consultation, giving 
summaries of each day’s events. Keynote 
speakers included Dr. Daleep Mukarji, 
who spoke on the topic ‘A Wider World 
Perspective’ and the Revd Stephen Poxon 
(secretary of the Methodist Missionary 
Society), who gave a historic background 
to the role of mission work within 
Methodism.
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Above: The attendees of the All Partners’ 
Consultation pose for a  
group photograph.  

Right: Outgoing President,  
Revd David Gamble (left) and Revd 

Stephen Poxon (right) lead communion  
(photo by Joyce Torres Placa) 

“The Consultation 
has certainly inspired 
thinking as have some 
excellent papers”

Two unexpected breakthroughs came 
in the form of joint statements from two 
regions. The first was from the Council of 
Latin American & Caribbean Methodist 
Churches, read out to delegates by their 
president, Bishop Moises Valderrama. 
The second came from leaders from the 
Indian sub-continent: the Church of South 
India, Church of North India, Church 
of Pakistan, Church of Bangladesh and 
the Methodist Church of Sri Lanka – all 
represented by Bishop Kumar, moderator 
of the Church of South India.

“The Consultation has certainly inspired 
thinking as have some excellent papers 
on ‘Transformation as an Agenda for 
Mission’ and ‘Eco-mission priorities’,” said 

Steve Pearce, World Church 
partnerships coordinator for Asia and the 
Pacific. 

“A most exciting spin-off in the Asia 
region was that the Indian and Pakistani 
representatives got together and agreed 
to visit each other across that most 
difficult of borders in November. I am sure 
that what our partners had to say and the 
creative thinking we did together will lead 
to significant transformation in the way 
our partnerships are expressed.”



In August, heavy monsoon rains in 
northwest Pakistan caused rivers to 
burst their banks. The resulting floods 
are believed to have killed at least 1,600 
people. In some areas, entire villages  
have been swept away.  The floods  
are the worst Pakistan has seen since 
1929.

Immediately following the floods, the 
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Methodist Church World Mission Fund 
gave a £15,000 grant to the Diocese 
of Peshawar as an emergency fund. 
Peshawar is a huge, scattered diocese 
which has suffered a double disaster. The 
conflict as the Pakistan Army sought to 
push back the Taliban displaced many 
thousands from their homes. Not quite all 
had returned when the floods came and 
displaced them again.

The World Mission Fund is working 
closely with its partner Church in 
Peshawar, but Methodists are also 
encouraged to give through MRDF who 
are working with their own relief partner 
agencies on the ground in Pakistan. So 
far, hundreds of people have responded 
to our emergency appeal for Pakistan. 
We have received over £200,000 and 
more donations are coming in. These gifts 
will help our emergency partner, Action 
by Churches Together International, to 
give vital assistance to some of the most 
vulnerable people, mainly in the badly-
affected Khyber Pakhtoonkwa Province. 
Donations to our appeal are already 
helping to provide food packages, clean 
water, winterised tents and mosquito nets Food package received by flood affected family in D.I. Khan.       Photo: © CWS-PA staff

Sher Afzal sits with  

his children,  

Lower Dubair,  

Kohistan,  

Photo: ©  

CWS PA  

Staff

Flood waters from River Indus in D.I. Khan in Khyber-Pakhtunkhwa, Photo: © Zafar Wazir



to some of the survivors. With so many 
people at risk of disease, our partner has 
also set up three mobile health clinics. 

There are fears that over 200,000 cattle 
have died in the floods and 10 million 
more are at risk. Gifts to our appeal are 
also helping people to rebuild their lives 
by funding construction training centres 
and offering cash grant schemes to help 

people re-establish agricultural livelihoods.
David Fletcher, MRDF’s finance director, 

said: “People have been moved by the 
news stories and images from Pakistan 
and they have responded quickly and 
generously. We are receiving thousands 
of pounds every day and this money will 
help to bring some hope to people in the 
face of such devastation.”
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Young boys move with their belongings outside D.I. Khan in Khyber-Pakhtunkhwa, 
Photo: © Zafar Wazir

Above left: Children affected by the 
floods and back from Prefab houses in 

Balakot to tents  
Photo: © Ghulam Mustafa

Above right: Doctor at the MHU  
attend to an injured boy in Balakot. 

Photo: © Shehzad Bhatti, CWS-PA Staff

Khanzadga waits in  
Jaray Village for her husband,  

Photo: © Ghulam Rasool

Household items belonging to families evacuated in Dadu  
Photo: © Sujag Sansar Organization



“Gospel stories are powerful  
and dangerous, if you get in  
their way!”
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This is Applecart: two blokes who act out 
Gospel stories in an East End pub. The 
Revd Phil Summers and Peter Moreton 
have been doing Applecart for just under 
two years, and have been awarded a 
Ministry & Mission grant totalling £47,935 
over a three-year period. 

Phil is Applecart’s artistic director. He 
once served as the Methodist Church’s 
national secretary for drama, and has 
worked in schools as a storyteller for 
over 20 years. Peter, meanwhile, is an 
actor and musician who has performed 
around the world with companies such 
as the National Theatre and the Royal 
Shakespeare Company. “Phil and I had 
been keen to combine our creative skills 
for some while,” says Peter.  “We were 
both fairly isolated as performance artists 
within the church until Phil was stationed 

in the East End of London.”  
When Phil came down to London from 

Wolverhampton, he and Peter got to work 
developing ideas for drama based around 
Gospel stories which they felt specifically 
revealed the nature of the Kingdom of 
God.  Peter Powers, Superintendent of 
the Methodist Church in Tower Hamlets 
Circuit, took them under his wing. “Peter 

Powers guarded our initial steps as we 
prepared our first performances,” says 
Peter Moreton. “He realised that we 
needed to find an environment where 
we could tell the stories in a safe and 
non-threatening space.” Applecart’s 
debut performance took place in the room 
above the White Hart Pub in Whitechapel 
in October 2008. They have performed in 
the same pub, on the first Sunday of every 
month, ever since. 

In May, Applecart spent the Bank 
Holiday weekend shooting their first film: 
their version of the story of Zacchaeus the 
tax collector. Members of their Facebook 
fan page were invited to be extras in it; 
about 30 of them took them up on the 
offer.

 “The filming was a huge success,” says 
Peter. “At one point we had somewhere 
near 40 people on set, filming on a shingle 
beach across from the O2 Arena and 
desperately fighting the incoming tide and 
rain. We’ve been up trees, wading in lakes 
and whispering ‘action’ on roofs at three 
o’clock in the morning.  

“We’ve been working alongside 
Tambrisk Pictures, a fresh, young and 
vibrant film company based in Woking, 
and it seemed the set became more 

Phil Summers (left) and Peter Moreton (right).

On location shooting Applecart’s first film, the story of Zacchaeus.

Gospel stories in a pub, in a tent,  
and on the silver screen



Sweets for Pakistan
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relaxed and friendly as the time pressure 
to complete the filming grew more 
intense.  Everyone has shown huge 
commitment with nearly 30 people giving 
up their bank holiday weekend to be our 
vindictive and angry crowd and we’re so 
grateful for their help.”

Following a successful stint at last year’s 
Greenbelt festival, Applecart made a 
return visit to Greenbelt this summer. They 
performed four different shows over four 
nights, to huge crowds in the festival’s 
YMCA tent – often beyond capacity and 
regularly over 600 strong. Their material, 
as always, found just the right balance 
between high comedy and thought-
provoking scenes which seemed to appeal 

Applecart  
performing  
at Greenbelt.

Zacchaeus (played by David Nellist) hides in 
a tree, in a scene from the Applecart film.

one of the aims of mission 
matters is to encourage 
people in giving. so we were 
really touched to hear from 
nine-year-old Joy mallard 
recently.

Joy lives in Ashbourne, Derbyshire. 
After hearing about the floods  
in Pakistan, Joy decided to set  

up a sweet stall at home to raise funds. 
She used her toy sweet shop display 

and donated all the sweets for it herself. 
“Friends and family all bought  

sweets from her stall and ate them!”  
says Joy’s mum, Ruth.

Sweets for Pakistan

to the Greenbelt crowd – which, in itself, 
was diverse to the extreme.

“The process of developing Applecart 
has been constantly surprising,” Peter 
says. “Engaging with the stories of 
the gospel and finding language to 
communicate them to a modern audience 
has enabled us to enter into conversations 
that I never thought I would be able to 
have.”

“Engaging with the stories 
of the gospel and finding 
language to communicate 
them to a modern audience 
has enabled us to enter into 
conversations that I never 
thought I would be able 
to…“
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In the run-up to the World Cup, the South 
African Church knew it had some major 
challenges on its hands. For starters, the 
school holidays this June and July were 
the longest South African schoolchildren 
have ever had.

“Long before the World Cup started, 
we were hearing of children and youths 
being trafficked and lured into prostitution 
and drugs,” says Noluthando Carol 
Gqirana, who works as a research officer 
in the office of the presiding bishop of 
the Methodist Church of South Africa 
(MCSA). “We could see that once the 
World Cup began, we would have 
millions of children on the streets with 
potentially nothing to do. We realised 
that the Church had a huge role to play 

in providing safe havens for children and 
youth during the World Cup period.”

 Noluthando’s work has been made 
possible thanks to an NMA (Nationals in 
Mission Appointment) by the Methodist 
Church of Great Britain. She worked with 
The Ultimate Goal, a network of local 
and international churches and ministries, 
working together with the South African 
Sports Coalition (SASCOL). The MCSA is 
part of this coalition. “We’re all working 
together on one common goal,” she says, 
“and that is to bring hope and change to 
South Africa.

 “My role in this regard is to work 
with other Christian bodies to see how 
churches can reach out and make a 
difference in people’s lives particularly 
during the FIFA 2010 World Cup and 
beyond. As part of a research process the 
bottom line is: Can church and sport go 
together and how can we use sport to 
build the body of Christ?”

 The MCSA trained local church groups 
on how to set up youth outreach events 
during the World Cup. They also arranged 
for children in rural and underprivileged 
communities to have access to watch 
World Cup matches on television in 
local churches. “We’ve helped churches 
develop programmes that will be 
sustainable beyond the World Cup,” says 
Noluthando. 

“My specific role with Methodist 
churches is to work with local churches 
and other District and Connexional 
structures to identify communities that will 
benefit from programmes of this nature, 
especially in the rural and impoverished 
areas. Specifically Holiday Camps and 
Sports Ministry programmes designed 
in a manner that life skills and spiritual 
nourishment are provided, and that 
children are kept away from the streets. 
Working with the Ultimate Goal and 
our local churches to put these activities 
in place – admittedly on a small scale, 
given the lack of resources – has been the 
highlight of what I have been doing so 
far.”

Even before a single ball 
was kicked – or a vuvuzela 
blown – the 2010 World 
Cup had made history, 
due to it being the first 
time the tournament was 
held in Africa.
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Whitby Methodist Church in Ellesmere 
Port is fully aware that mission matters. 
Two years ago, the church formed a ‘Knit 
& Natter’ group in the hope of attracting 
new members.  However, they had no 
idea what blessings God had in store for 
them... 

 “We’re now coming to the end of our 
second year,” says group organiser Chris 
Crowder. “We have over 50 members 
on our books, aged between four and 
90! Most of them meet regularly at 
Whitby Methodist Church every Tuesday 
afternoon in term time. They share 
conversation, listen to the occasional 
speaker, knit and crochet for charity, 

Whitby Methodist Church members enjoy a joke. A mum in Kenya shows off her baby’s 
new woollies.

Woolly compassion and care

A blanket sent to Kosovo (Picture 
courtesy of HopeandAid Direct)

eat home-made cake and drink tea and 
coffee.”  

All the group’s meetings end with a 
short devotional time. “Initially, we were 
rather nervous about it,” says Chris, 
“but how wrong we were!  Although 
the majority of our members are non-
churchgoers, they now not only readily 
ask for prayer; they also acknowledge 
answers to prayers and several have 
become involved in church activities and 
attend church services.” 

Over the past two years, the group 
has delivered over a quarter of a tonne 
of  knitted jumpers, hats, scarves and 
blankets to people in need at home and 
abroad: the homeless, lonely, needy, ill 
and bereaved of Chester and Ellesmere 
Port, and people in South Africa, Haiti, 
Kosovo, Nepal, Kenya, Bulgaria and 
Eastern Europe. They have knitted  
for children in an orphanage  
in Swaziland and  
organised collections  
of clothes and  
toothbrushes  

for Kosovo and food and aid for Haiti.  
Postage costs are covered by donations 
made by the members. 

The Whitby group has inspired five 
others to start (three locally, two further 
afield) and is in the process of helping 
a further two get off the ground. All 
the groups follow the same pattern and 
have a time of prayer at the close of their 
meetings.  

“Knit and Natter isn’t just a knitting 
club making clothes for charity,” says 
Chris. “It’s a church within a church, 
which works on many different  
levels. It gives people a  
purpose in life and sending  
God’s love around  
the world.”
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Over a thousand people died in China last August, after torrential rain triggered landslides in 
various parts of the country. 

The Fund for World Mission has 
granted £10,000 to our partner in 
China, the Amity Foundation. Amity 
is an independent Chinese NGO with 
a Christian foundation. As you would 
expect, dealing with the aftermath of the 
landslides has kept Amity extremely busy. 

Amity’s efforts have focused on the 
Zhouqu, Cheng and Hui counties. In 
Zhouqu County the Amity Relief Team 
delivered relief supplies to the affected 
villagers in Luojiayu, the most severely 
hit village in Zhouqu. The team went 
from door to door handing out boxes of 
dried noodles, torches, Wellington boots, 
clothes and edible oil. They also gave two 
portable electrocardiograph machines 
to local hospitals in the area. In Cheng 
County, an Amity team delivered 15 tons 
of rice, 10 tons of dried noodles, 12 tons 
of edible oil, plus six Yamaha generators 
(2KW), 2,500 suits of sports clothes and 
2,500 suits of cotton-padded clothes.  

 Having made good progress in the 
Zhouqu and Cheng Counties, Amity then 
turned its attention to the Jiangluo and 
Mayan Townships of Hui County, another 
mudslide-hit area close to Zhouqu. These 
are rural and remote areas, where the 
local people are much poorer than the 
residents of Zhouqu County, for example. 
Here, Amity distributed one bag each 
of flour and rice, plus five kilos of oil, to 

each of the affected households – 280 in 
Jiangluo and 180 in Majiang. 

Amity is raising funds locally and has 
received large donations from the Hong 
Kong Region Government and Tencent, 
one of China’s big internet companies. 
“This is another situation where ongoing 
needs will be felt for sometimes after 
the immediate relief effort,” an Amity 
spokesperson said. 

“Amity already has personnel present in 
the town assessing and meeting people’s 
needs,” says Steve Pearce, partnership 
coordinator for Asia and the Pacific. 

“This is another situation where ongoing 
needs will be felt for sometime after the 
immediate relief effort. Amity is raising 
funds locally and has received large 
donations from the Hong Kong Region 
Government and Tencent, one of the big 
internet companies in China. 

“Our grant will be an expression of 
solidarity and will go towards Amity’s 
ability to commit to longer-term recovery 
work. There is little Christian presence in 
the area and the work of Amity, while not 
overtly religious, will offer a supportive 
presence.”

Amity members distribute much needed supplies in affected areas, including medicines, food and clothes.
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In Latvia, young single mothers who 
have mental health problems but 
aren’t considered severe enough to 
warrant them being institutionalised 
are classified as ‘2nd degree mentally 
challenged’. Such women have little 
chance of being allowed to raise their 
children. 

The Methodist Hope Centre has been 
working with single mothers for some 
time, but is now focusing its attention 
on these women in particular. “At 
present, there is no assistance available 
and these mothers are at the mercy 
of the courts,” explains Gita Mendis, 
the centre’s director. “Many of these 
mothers only need a little help. Many 
are capable of working.”  

The Hope Centre’s services support 
women who have had a nervous 
breakdown or have been deemed 
mentally challenged from mild to 
severe; those suffering bi-polar disorder 
and  women with Down’s syndrome.  

“This has been a year of many new 
challenges,” says Gita. “We’ve given a 
home to several mothers or pregnant 
young women who did came to us 
because they had no place to live and 
no one who could help them.  We 
gladly offered them this possibility but 
it did strain our small budget.  Social 
Services were very reluctant to commit 
to any support because their budgets 
had been drastically cut. 

“We cut our expenses and staff to 
the minimum required by law. For two 
months, just myself and Rigonda (one 
of my colleagues) covered 48-hour 
shifts to help provide the necessary 24-
hour supervision mandated for minors.  
We did this to save costs, working 
without any extra pay. At present we 
have four young mothers and four 
babies living with us at one of our 
houses. Two more young girls  
are coming once the school year is 
over.”

A series of changes are being made to the 
grants system in the Methodist Church, 
in order to make the whole grant-making 
process more streamlined. The system of 
getting a third of funding for a project 
from the circuit, a third from the district 
and a third from the Connexional Team 
will come to an end.

“The major difference now is that 
projects which have a local impact 
in terms of the mission work that 
they do should be funded at church, 
circuit or district level,” said Richard 
Musto, transitional grants officer. “The 
connexional grants committee will be 
funding projects which have a wider 
impact across the Connexion.” 

Under the new system, a team of 
independent connexional grants officers 
will become the point of contact for 
all grant applications from any of the 
connexional funds. They will pass 
applications on to the connexional grants 
committee who will assess them. 

The changes only apply to home 
mission projects, not property grants. 
Any applications that come for funding 
from overseas go through the partnership 
coordinators in the World Church office, 
and then to the CGC. 

The new criteria came into effect on 
1 September 2010. “The district grants 
officers have been very supportive in the 
development of this new system,’ Richard 
Musto said. “If anyone has any questions, 
they should be able to help, but I will be 
working hard to get information out to 
those who need it.”

For those who want to know more 
about how connexional grants now work, 
please visit www.methodist.org.uk/grants. 

Changes to  
grants system

The Hope Centre: Bringing 
hope to Latvian single mothers

Some of the single mothers who come to the Hope Centre for help.
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Mission Matters

Since serving its first customer last June, the Seeds café 
based at Burniston Methodist Church has become a thriving 
community café. 
“We are many things to many people,” says Lynne Marsden, 
who runs the café. “We’re a place to find companionship 
and someone to talk to for those who live alone; a regular 
meeting place for friends to catch up over coffee or lunch, a 
place that welcomes young families... and doesn’t mind the 
noise or mess! 
“We’re a place for walkers to drop in for a well earned rest 
and refreshment; a place to eat for those who find cooking 
at home too difficult or a chore.” 

Seeds is open three days a week (Wednesdays, Thursdays 
and Saturdays) and is staffed entirely by volunteers. All the 
profits from the café are designated for mission and outreach 
work both at home and abroad. The main focus abroad is 
the Methodist Rafiki Satellite Village in Ghana, where they 
have made a commitment to pay the salary of the Child care 
centre director for at least three years. So far the café has 
raised £4,000 towards this. 

In the spring, Bunmi Olayisade visited the Ivory Coast, Togo, 
Benin, Cameroon and Nigeria – her first official visit in her role as 
Africa Partnerships Coordinator, in the Connexional Team.

The main purpose of the trip was to strengthen links between 
the African partner churches and the Methodist Church of Great 
Britain. Says Bunmi: “I focused on Francophone countries because 
there was a feeling that the relationship we have with them 
wasn’t as strong as our relationship with the Anglophone ones. 
Visiting each country gave me a good understanding of each 
partner church.” 

Bunmi also visited Methodist hospitals around the Ivory Coast 
and Nigeria, mission partners in Togo and a youth centre in 
Cameroon. “What excited me the most was the vibrancy of the 
church!” she says. “The choirs were electric!”

So what does Bunmi think the Church in Britain could learn 
from her trip? 

“One of the lessons for us is to focus mostly on exchanging 
ideas,” she says.  “I want our emphasis to be more on 

Bunmi in West Africa Sowing Seeds…

strengthening 
relations; working 
more as partners and 
encouraging cross-
fertilisation within 
Africa. I also think 
that sometimes just 
sitting back and 
listening might be 
very beneficial to the 
Methodist Church of 
Great Britain.”  

Bunmi at the All 
Partners’ Consultation 
(see page 3)


